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ABSTRACT

Haw do we estimate personal growth?

What do experiential education
PTograms accomplish?.

Personal growt1h (affective domain) often is
fostered through experiential education
programs, but it is'difficult 6 measure
the relationship between the two.

This paper explores one manner of measure-
ment: the observation of external actions
by a student that demonsttate what per-
sonal, internal vawth is taking place.

This observation can yield an accurate,
sensitive estimate of personal growth.
It requires, however, clear definition
of program goals and student observable
behavior. This paper contains.examples
of goals and behaviors defined by teachers
for their own current experiential edu-
cation programs.
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INTRODUCTION

The Workshop on the Development of Measurable

Objectives in the Affective Domain dealt withthe

-problem of assessing studen,t um3i_41142nlional

levels (such as feelings of self-worth, ability

to cooperate with others) as this groWth occurs

in experiential education programs.

Those involved yith experiential education

recognize that thorough measutementiof a student's

emotional growth is a long procesS. The workshop

stressed the beginning and foundation of thls measure-

ment process:

--defining what grom41.1 was to be fostered

--determinink what action/behavtor by:the.
student the teacher could observe that
might indicate that this growth was Occur-
_ring

*

As the product of the workshop, the partici-
.

-pants wrote descriptions of their experiential

prpgrAinn-, and included the oblectives for these

programs and fhe behavioral indicators necessary

for the assessment of the objectives.
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The following example is taken from Roger Schoenstein's

report on the program at North Junior High School ip Colorado

Springs. The objective is one that is integral to many experien-
1

.tial programs. The behavioral indicators give evidince (to the

teacher or observer) that such an objective is being met.

OBJECTIVE: Students will demonstrate a problem-
solving approach to tasks.

Behavioral indicators:. (as evidenced by)
--searching for solutions from within the
group, and not from the instructor

--arriving at a group-solution to a problem
--deciding upon a number of varied solutions
to a problem

The behavioral indicators specif1 what the action of the

student will bi. Specifying the,behavior helps both the'student

and the teacher understand and improve the learning proCess.. The

student can receive feedback or evaluate himself in rel'ation to
1

the-Se behavioral indicators. Andlor the teacher, the observa-

tion prOcess is clarified. The action is described in. words that

gre mno-ambiguons and non-value-laden.

This systematic approach io observation of stUdent activity

enlargei the scope and accuracy-of teachers as observers. It

legitimizes the resuhs of the observations, thereby increasing the

reacher's ability to assess needs, monitor growth, and evaluate the

the program.

o0o
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808 MC KEAN

The NeceSaliy For Objectives

One of the first questions one might ask is "what is so great

about objectives anywaY?" Especially measurableaffective objec-

tives? Some teachers have taught, for years withoUt a set of neat, .

well formulated instructional objectives: yet, somehow, this seat-

of-the-pants approach leaves something to be desired.

C.

1. Objectives provide a JUSTIFICATION for the lesson.

if the measurable objectives are really important, then the

teacher and the pupil time and effort are important, and the lesson

appears to be worth doing. The question of importance has to do with'

what matters to the student at his stage of development, what society

values, what the role of ehe school is as one of several educative

agencies, what is legitImate.to the curricular areas, and the like.

2: Objectives.are central to teacher PLANNINC.
. _

Objectives suggest--indicate--determine the materials to be

used, the instructinnal methods to he employed, and the management

of the setting for teaching and learning. Thus, the vital instruc-

.tional decisions lean heavily on the stated objectives.

3- Objectives are the first step in EVALUATION.

There is really no other way to assess the worth of a lesson

except in relation to.instTuctional-objectives. The teacher wants

to know whether the objectives were realized or nut, or to what

degre0 they were achieved. 9
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Of.course, it is possible to state objectives in such a way

as to defy appraisal. gut, measurable objectives will imply

appropriate evaluation means.

4. Objectives help COMMUNICATE.

If you are developing a new program (and most experiential

educators have a next one in mind at all ximes--this is standard

equipment, it seems, to go along with a compass, a canteen, and

other survival gear) you know that objectives are really essential'

in convincing administration/parents/school board of the benefits
-

of this new program. Objectives also help students and teachers to

understand the program.

,.7WHAT IS AN OBJECTIVE ANYWAY?

Mager says that an objective "describes a desired outcome"

of instruction: II An objective tells what the learner is to be like

as a result of the learning experience."

Every functional objective has at least three characteristics:

The objective is stated in student terms.

For instance, consider this objectiye from a program in opera-

tion now: "the instruotion will promote student group work toward

the solution of a local environMental problem". This specifies

teacher, not student, actions'.

2. The objective communicates instructional intent.

The objective clearly lets others know what you had in mind.

It suggests what experience is needed to accomplish the outcome,

'and what change in the.student is'desired as a result of this ex-

perience.



"thestudent will be exposed to the glories of the'American

wrildernessl. What doeS it mean to expose someone? What will

_

liappen,if we do? Will te tatch something? If so, what? This
. _

.juat does nOt communicate;

The objective indicates the evaluative PrtItess.

a result of this course.the student will appreciate fine

art".' Instead we might say that."the student will be open'to new

exneriences in art" or "will welcome new experiences In art".
c

These'

latter examples give us an evaluation indicator: It' is clear what we

are .to look for.

'THREE BASIC QUESTIONS

We have three questions to ask ourselVes in regard to our

objectives:

(a) Does'it indicate what student
outcome will be?-'

(b) Does it clearly communicate what the
teacher has In mind?

(c) Doe6 It suggest'how it may be
,

evaluated?

SOME TERMS TO AVOID:

Some verbs may be descrIptor4 of pleasant concepts,, but are to

be avuidedAn measurable objectives because they are vague and there-
. \

fore qUite/dirffii..ult to assess.

\

Verbs\such as "enjoy", "appreciate", "gain faith", "understand".

"like", "knownd "grasp" ate too inexact to be Included in measur-
''

able objectives. 1 1

oOn
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The affective domain is concerned with the emotions of the

earner-Lhow'he'feels about what he is learning and what he is

I

-

-67

BOB TAYLOR

fective Measurable Objectives

learning to do with his feelings. The emphasis is on a-feeling,
./

a tone, an emotion, or a degree of atOeptance or reiection:

Krathwhol et a1c1964) divided the affeCtive domain into several

./ levels. While these lievels,overlap and seldom occur in'isolation,

a summary, or the taxonomy is given here.

'Level One; Receiving--the'affective continuum begins
with.the learner's merely reCeiving Stimuli and passive-
ly. attending to it,-and it extends through the learner

---more actively-attending to it.

Level Two, RespOnaing--the.learner responds to a stimuli
or request, willingly responds to these stimuli and takes
satisfaCtion in this response,

. Level Three, Valuing-Ahe,learner voluntarily. responds
-and seeks ottt.ways to.respond in ways.sufficiently con-
iistent and stable to have taken on the characteristics
.of a belief or attitude.

.1Level. Four,.Ounnization--learner, internalizes values,
encounters situations in which more than one value is rele-
vant; hence, he must organize valuea into a system, deter-
mine the interrelationahips among valuen, and establish
the dominant and pervasive ones.

Level Five, Value or Value.Comalex--the learner.acts
consistently in accordance with the values he has
internalized, indicates an integration of these be-
liefs, ideas, and'attitudes into a local philosophy
or ifiew.

/

\In reviewing the affective taxonOMk, it is evident,that by

taking any orclinary test of cognitive achievement, a learner is

engaged in the act of receiving along with the act of responding.

12
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Ihe rest limas in writing ffective memawrable objectives is nut

,

with the lower levels of the tanenesy,,but rather with the hiAher

emes o. satisfaction in response and valu:ne.
el"

Now do you write neasurable objectives in the affective

domain! Here are two f444044 of objectives cf this nature which

, Include criterion for mininm acceptable performance.

I. The /Ammer is concerned for the welfare stui
discnit; of others and deonnatrates this hy treat-
leg ell individuals with reepect.

U. The /earner is concerned with effietive civic
action and demomatrates this hy actively working
for community improvement.

Doth of the illustration, include ',pacific criterion Identify-

img visible activity by the learner. In writing WA affective in-

tructional objective, the criterion must he included.

What are some of the areas in which students and teachers are

tevolved with affective measursble objectives? The following list,
\

Wats from Wight and Dossey (Interstate Educational Resource Service

Center), illustrats tame of these area*. This le hy no means a

'summary of all the lNilltios. hot It is included to serve as

4 glooettry of tire and 40 invitation to expend the list with eee'e

won imaginatios,

I. copersi: self-realreatioft, self-concept, eelf-
*oarsmen* oelf-understanding, self-acceptance, *elf-

self-mnalyais, self-improvement.

II. Lecuti of Control.. self-direction, independence,
power, eelf-raliance inttiave, autenemv, self-
control.. self-discipline.

11/. Perammal Organists& Syetems: persosal values,
etkica, tendons, morals, beliefs, constructs, prin-
ciples, philosophy, tine of life. philneophy of exis-
tence.
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. IV. Pereonat Adiuent, Achievement, Intermi,

and IARMEAnn:

A. Creativityvaluing and recognizing
creativity as a basic human need; willing-
ness to risk failure, to innovate.

B. Coping with Change, Adversity, Ambiguity,
and Uncertsinty--functioning in a rapidly
changing world, dealing with ew situations
and problems, &Ousting to changing jobs and
lob requirements.

C. Productiveness, Work, Accomplishment--
preparation for life work, satisfaction of
producing and contributing.

V. Personal Skills /Ind Abilities.

A. Perception and Awarenessperceptual
awareness sensitivity and accuracy.

B. Learning--passion for knowledge and
pleasure in knowing positive attitude
toward learaing; curiosity, an inquir-
ing mind; motivation to learn, indepen-
denc in seeking and using knowledge;
ability and desire to use the learning
resources of the community; acceptance
of learning as a life ions process of
self-Jevelopment.

C. Problem Solving and nerision Maing--
4eveloping skills Li problem solving pro-
cessors, securing information, analysing,
symittwalsing, evaluating, drawing conr1u-
nforts, and making decisions; interest in
current problems, weighing alternatives
for their solution.

D. Goal lOgiting and Coal Seeiting-7selec-
lion of meaningful and satisfying goals !
selection and mastery of means for achiev-
ing chosen goals: wetting personal goals
based on understanding of abilities, inter-
ests, values, and ltaitations.

E. Communicationcompetence in communicat-
haft feelings, ideas and information through
speaking, ligteniag, reading, and writing.
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STAN *MIFF

Behavioral Indicators:

An Appros::. To Making Affectivo Obj.actives Workable

NALI/IC stilATIOSAL illOICATORS WM TOR YOU

The offective dommin - the world of feelings, attttudes, values,

emotiome, likes, dislike* - defies quantifying. Aey attempt

to measure a student's values is necessarily 'subjective and there-

fore frausht with the possibility of distortion because of the

values held by the teacher. In 'spite of the 1,tards, more and

more serious students of curriculum development ate recognising

the importance of developing end using affective objectives.

Let's take the example of trying to measure the objective of

respect foe others. Ideally, a team teachers, perhaps social

studies, Inglish, science would brainstorm to identify students

they know who seem mapecially respectful of others. They would

then ask themselves what it is about John or Mary that makes them

stand out se having en awareness, of others. At the outset the

teacher would reject such activities es muccessfully completing

teacher directed tasks, since motivatioe for good grade* often

distorts values held ky students. instead, the teachers would

idescify voluntary behaviora, i.e. when Johe is In a group he lis-

ta** carefully to whet others AVM to say - Mary never interrupts -

John mods his head and gives goad body messages when someone is

talkiest - Mary voluntarily sent a get well card to the new girl in

the class - etc. etc.. the list would grow to IS or zn behavioral

indicators. At this point the teachers would pct their oblective

together:
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Students in the English-Social Studies-Science Block will show

,growth in developing respect for others as indicated by:

I. In a group situation, listens carefully when
another person Is talking.

2. Avoids the temptation to interrupt when someone
ela :. has the floor.

3. Physically shows interest in what others have to
say by using positive body language (eye fixation,
body pointing, positive gestures).

4. Voluntarily lets people who have been sick know
they-have been missed ("nice to have you hack1". a
get well card, an embrace).

- and the list goes on.

The advantage of this approach is that teachers attempting to

measure this particu'x objective would have studied the list of

indicators and therefore would know thv 12%aavioes to be looking for.

Itetent studies of human behavior tell us we tend to see what we are

looking for - thus we have the teachers in a positive situation,

actually looking for indicators of respect for others. Teachers

will doubtless pick up on muth "respett-for-others activities"

that had gone unnoticed earlier.

It tan he argued that many of the positive indicators existed

prior to the class therefore no actual growth took place. The

viewpoint here is that laborious pre-post test activities in the

affective &Amain are not only questionable but actually do violence

to the positive feelings that may exist. Therefore the fact that

the teacher did. :n fart. observe John hold a door open for a per-

son with AM armful of books - may be All the evidencc, needed to be

able to say growth in respect for others is taking place.

1 6



SETTING THE SCENE FUR MAKING AFFECTIVE OBJEt:TIVES WoRKAkLE

According to Dr. James Popham (University of California at Los

Angeles) we can expect much more mileage from efforts to develop and

use affective objectives if appropriate instructional tactics are

used. For the purposes of this paper we shall emphasize three

4pproaches: (1) Modeling (2) Contiguity end (3) Reinforce-

ment.

MODELING-

Modeling behavior simply means the teacher practices what she

preaches. A secondary Reading or English teacher would be 'practic-

ing modeling behavior If she told her classes, with considerable

enthusiaim, about the novel she was reading over the weekend. In

order to maximize the Impact of modeling behavior the teacher

should plan for it to happen, and use prestigious models that are

easy for students to imitate.

CONTIGUITY-

Contiguity tactics involve arranging positive conditions in the

learning environment so that they will be associate4 by the learner with

the affective behavior sought. If the teacher identified respect for

others as an affective objective, having the classroom arranged with

the chairs clustered for small group discussions would be an example

of the teachers awareness of the importance of contiguity. Creatior

of Interest centers with carpeting, large pillows and interesting

reading material would be contiguous with developing a positive

attitude toward reading.

17
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Reinforcement involves the use of positive stimuli or the removal

of aversive stimuli after the student engages in a desired behavior.

For example, an elementary teacher working on the 'respect for others'

objective, sight send a note of commendation home to a child's

porsata when she observed one of the listed behavioral indicators.

Mbre often, a warm pat on the shoulder, a friendly embrace or a

Bantle squeeze of the arm is all it takes to reinforce the desired

behavior.

o0o

1 8
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The following six program descriptions are
examples of the combination of affective
measuriable objectives with the field of
experiential education. The examples in-
clude the neceasary behavioral indicators,
which guide the teacher-observer in recog-
nizing and categorizing student change.

These were chosen as examples oi the
types of programs discussed at the Work-
shop. They serve as illustrations (but
by no means perfect paradigms) of what is
possible and being developed in the field
of experiential education.

These progrAm examples cover a wide variety
of adaptations of OUTWARD ROUND techniques
and philosopny. But tho examples share
the underlying chncern of seeking growth
in an individuales poeitive feelings about
himself and those around him.

000

1 9
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Involvement In Local Community:

Community Apprenticeship Program

Open Living School. Edgewater
Jefferson County

Suzann Mockovak

The Community Appremeiceship Program (CAP) at Open Living
School in EdgaWater, Colorado, is a community learning
project for students ten through fifteen years old. The
atudints are placed in the environment of the community
teacher whom they choose and have a desire to learn with.

The learning to be sought in the experience is defined
by the persons lnvolvedt the student, his parents, the
community teacher, and the-CAP coordinator, Dorsey Hill.
A contract is formulirted and specifies their shared goals.
This contract is unique to each student's learning situa-
tion.

The comiunity teachers are usually not "teachers" in the
olaseroom sense. Among the people currently serving as
CAP teachers are professionals in physical therapy, zoo
hasping, law, diesel meChanics, electrical circuitry,
Wood working, educationartelevision eanagement, flying,
computer programming, mathematical soCiology, and geology.

The students are not merely observers of these Professionals
In their labor environments. They are participants, snd

-

thereby receive a valid introduction to what the career en-
tells.

Since the initial purposes of CAP all involve affective
growth, affective measurement seems a valuable tool. The
following CAP objectives include the student behavior
illndtcators) that will evidence the achievement of these
objectives.

20
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COMMUNITY APPRENTICESHIP PROCRAM: OBJECTIVES

. Student begins to see/use the community as a classroom.

behavioral indicators:
a. student chooses to participate in the Community

Apprenticeship Program
b. student identifies his interests and priorities

. .Student becomes willing (is confident) to be out of the classroom..

behavioral indicators:
a. the'student and the CAP cooTdinator make the

initial contact with the community teacher to
set up a parent-student-CAP coordinator-
community teacher meeting

b. the student follows through on appointments
with teachers and parents

c. student can communicate his feelings and
quections to significant adults (parents.
OLS teachers. CAP teachers)

3. Student becomes moire open to what the learning process is.

behavioral indicators:.-
a. stuct4nt shoWs willingness to listen and to try

other5 ideas and solutions
b. student questions and interacts with the CAP

teacher during thte learning experience
C. student tracks his learning.by means of,en agree.,

sw4hod, such au taping, note taking, pictures, etc.

4. Student shows willingness to take responsibility for his own
learning In the CAP.

behavioral indicators .
a...student works with community teacher and parents

to set realistic goals for his learning
b. student follows through on agreed procedures and

committments and appointments
r. student completes his learning for his course of

study with the community teacher
J. student can evaluate his participation in the ,

program through discussion.

nOo
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Living Within New Community Environment:-

Farm Live-1n

Mitchell High School Senior Seminar
Colorado.Springs

Nancy Pardee
Gary Fornander

. The Mitchell Senior Seminar is a semester-1mm program of learning
by direct experiences in a number of environmenta. The major setting
:is the urban environment of Colorado Springs. Complementing this,
: the program utilizes the sUrrounding rural communities and the
:wilderness areas.

Sixty to eighty Senior students participate in the program for one
semester, and receive five interdisciplinary credits. .The program isstaffed by four teachers under contract in the District, along with
four to five st44ent teachers each semester. Funding comes from
two sources: 1) School District support: $7.50 per student; and
2) esch-student raises $50 through a Trash-a-thon.

The main thrust of the program is for :students to experience differentcommunity life styles. The Seminar is structured around a seriei of
two to four week "blocks", with several blocks operating at the same
time, each with a small group of staff and siudents. Among"the
variety of block experiences for students are: Living with the Earth
(pioneer ranch experience), Outdoor Challenge (Gore Range or Crane
Canyon), Crime and Punishment, People Power, Dollar Power, Why Man
Creates, High Trails, and The Other America.. All students begin
the Seminar with the Living with the Earth block, and then choose
any fourfrom among the other offerings.

A new block that is proposed for inclusion ln the Seminar involves
ten-ilay experience in the rural farming community of Chappell,

Nlebraska. The following objectives explain what mettN of thi growth
for etudenti will be in this live-in; the behaviJral inditators
point out the student action that will demonstrate this growth.

2 2
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SENIOR SEMINAR FARM LIVE - IN: OBJECTIVES

Student will develop "positive Communication and group interaction
skills.

behavioral indicators:
a. student is willing to share his/her feelings

and experiences on the block with the Seminar
group and the host family

b. student 'hews concern.for the sensitivities
of persons of the Chappell community

c. student seeks interactions with individuals
other than those in his/her age group and
peer irbup

d. student listene.to other points of view and
is willing to try another's ideas
student displays understanding andreverence
for the values of the Chappell community people

2.: Student will-demonstrate an attitude of responsibility toward
his/her own learning.

behavioral indicators:.
a. student participates actively in the formulation

of block objectives and process
b. student seeks out people and material resources

in both Colorado Springs and Chappell, and utillzes
those which cati serve his/her lesrning needs

c. student willingly attempts a variety of previously
untried experiences

d. student is inquisitive and questioning throughout
experiences of,the block

o0o

2 3



Outdoors Activity $winter :

4

Cross-Country Ski Program

Centennial Junior High, School
Boulder

John Collins

This cross-country ski program involves twenty students, from the
eighth and ninth grades. Students participate in all levels of the
program's planning and implementation. ParticiOants are chosen on
the basis of their written response to these questions: I) what
'personal objectives do you propose to set for yourself to achieve
on this trip? 2) what group objectives do you think-would be use-ful and realistic to set for. the Centennial group?

The stuoents plan for the program at$a number of meetings where they
dettine fund raising tactics, the menu and work rotation during theski experience, and the environmental studies projects.- They also
have one day in basiC cross-country skiing instruction and practice
before their three day'nountain experience in Granby.4,

The mountain experience includes further inattuction and practice in
cross-country technique, along with training fit basic first aid and
winter survival, nap and competes, equipment care, environmental
studies, and'group problem soiving. /here is also time during one
afternoon for a short solo experience.

Mich of the learning during this program is cognitive and psychomotor.
$ut it is highlighted and supported by the student growth which occurs
in the affective domain. The following objectives explain the desired
growth in this dommin, and the behavioral indicators that clarify thisgrowth.
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'CENTENNIAL CEOSS-COUNTRY SKI PROCRAM:.. OEJECTIVES

Student will develop bis/her ability to deal with a_gro90 of
other Students. <

behavioral indicators:
a.. helps to organize work.crews for preparing food,

cleaning up, researching projects
b. in role of leader, is fair and firm: listens to

all opinions on a topic of discussion, Can draw
out those who are noncommittal or quiet

c. student works to resolveConflicts within the
group

d. student contributes to helping the group solve
the obstacle problem

.e. student points out strengths of other students
in discussion of group activities

*

. Student will demonstrate his confidence in his worth as an
individual.

behavioral indicatorst
a. student indicates a willingness to discuss

personally meaningful topics.with a group
of.peers

b. student willingly, accepts leadership in a
cross7country ski group or a discussion group

c. student accepts opinions and valuei of others
in discussions of controversial topics'

3. -Student will acknowledge his responsibility toward influencing
social change for environmental awareness.

behavioral indicators: .

a. student takes care to have.as little impact on
the environment as possible'during outside activities

. after discussing the environment (ecologically,-
economically, and esthetically) and prev4Iling
social attitudes toward it, the_student decides

' on a personal committMentto4 national environ-
mental organization, a local environmental group,
a school-oriented group, or a personal activity
finch as letter writing to political representatives
about environmental.issues

o0o
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Outdoors. Activity (spring; fall, summer);

"L
'The purposeve this cleat+ late) have students expetience the.out-of-doors
through river Canoeing. TheAatudent will develop skilla in:manipulating
a.canoe, understanding water and recognizing hazards, And obsertizdg
safety while rivet' canoeing.

jhe'instructors,belleve'that a course in river'canoeingiffords _people .

a lifelong recreational activity. Proper training,in this activity,
HencouragearespeCi for and, enjoyment of the natural-river environment..

,

:This class is aiMed:at:young adulte and older indlviduals Tbe'source
Of funding ts through.students' fees paid to the University of Northern,

'Colorado'. :The length of tine foi the claas ranges from twenty to forty
.!:hours:(ii three quarterrhours class). The class will use three instruc-
tors who will supervise atotal of twenty:students persection.

The clasijinvolves one classroom session and,one Trool Assion. The
iameinder Ofclass time will be spent on the Platte and Poudre Rivers
.ntlass.I end II water (international river classification system).

The' course covers the basics Of eqoipment and clothing needs, hypo-
thermia considerationa, river hazards; and water hydraOlics I'm the
witer,prictice:Jocuies onthe fundameniai.paddle stroktiOw to manage4 aesuped boat, cenoe launching.ind Maneuvering, and downatream

Beginning River Canoeing

Greeley Public Schools

Bernie Kendall
Cecil DeBey

(.7

.paddling.

In this prOgram, there are Objectives dealing with the attitudes of
:students on the levels of individual, group, and environmental
'awarinesa. The behavioral indicators for student growth on these,

ineluded.

it
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NECINNING RIVER CANOEING: OBJECTIVES

. Student will display a positive sense of self worth.

behavioral indicators:
a. student is willing to accept constructiw.

criticism
b. student willingly admits own mistakes
c. student is open to trying new techniques in

canoeing

2. Student will demonstrate a comnittment to'functioning as a
contributing member of the group.

behavioral indicators:
a. student has fun, laughs, smiles and generally

shows he or she enioys being part of the group
b. student shares responsibility with canoe partner

for care of canoeing equipment
c. student works in harmony with canoe partner

to naneuver the canoe
d. student looks after th- safety of others in the

group by informing others of hazards and helping
with rescue

e. student is aware of the possibility of severe
consequences to the group caused by individual
behavior, and therefore does not take chances
and expect others to rescue him

3. Student will bet open to the beauties of the nat6 river
environment.

behavioral indicators:
a. student sharPs sightinnn of wildlife with

other students
b. student identifies to others the unnatural

material that detracts from the natural environment

oiDo
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Program For "Disaffected" Students:

School-Within-A-School (SWAS)

Mitchell High SChool
Colorado Springs

Lois Morey

.

The purpose of this program is to provide an alternative method of
education for up to one hundred sophomores at Mitchell High School.
The program is interdiscrplinary and focuses on the immediate needs
and interests of individual students. The ultimate goal of the
program is to have the students experience success in their sophomore
year.

,Student selection is based on individual request and/or teacher or
counselor referral of a student who is, for any reason, unable to
edjust to the Mitchell environment. SWAS is an alternative for
disaffected students of all abilities and a-1 levels of emotional
maturity.

The program offers five discipline credits, including English, social
studies, physical education, mathematics, and symposium. The approach,
however, is not subject oriented. The concentration, instead. is on
basic skills and motivational activities through the medium of inter-
disciplinszy study. The staff of six includes an instructor in each
discipline.

The program Is not experiential by toi familiar definition which
includes changing the student's environment over an extended period
of time. It le meaniagful exierientially because it provides the
student the opportunity to take responsibility for his/her own learn-
ing. This occurs both within the classroom and during the day trips
to.the mountains or downtown. The students have not merely touted
thee. environments. They have conducted environmental stuIles climb-
ed rocks, opened checking accounts, and conducted interviews as part
of their responsibilitiesas SWAS students.

lite primary, problem of students ln the program Is motivational, and
the teachers in the program have chosen to deal vith that fundamental

*need. They recognise that they must develop some measurable affective
objectives to demonstrate the rrogram's Impact and accomplishments.
These objectives and their behavioral indicators are clarified on the
next page.
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Piocum ma "DISAFFECTED" STUDENTS: OBJECTIVES

The student will demonstrate a willingness to take responsibility

for his/her own learning.-

behavioral indicators:
a. student tells staff when class activities seem

inappropriate
b. student recognizes the limits of personal

abilities

2. The student will recognize and develop his/her problem-solving

skills.

behavioral indicators
a. student iden ifies alternative methods

for resolution of a specific problem

b. student recognizes social constraints on individual
activities

c. his/her own'

learning successes

3. The student will recognize and cultivate the significance of

his/her own group membership.

behavioral indicators:
a. student accedes to the ideas of peers or staff

b. student participates in group decision-making
c. student talks with peers and staff about

individual concerns

o0o
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Outdoor Pursuits For The Mentally Retarded:

AVATRAC
Denver

Joie Hartman

The outdoors offers to the mentally retarded.and other handicapped
porsoes a unique medium for personal growth and development. It is
emladditional, not a competitive, tool whose integration into an
existing activities therapy program can be invaluable.

The physical environment has the advantage of making immediate and
necessary demands which the individual aunt respond to. Through
active participation in a controlled environment, the individual and
the group go through a aeries of guided relevant challenges And
experiences, that range (ion increasing their knowledge and skills,
both intellectual and physical, to personal growth as an individual.

the actual experience, pre-activity involvement and
followh-up are essential for carry-over into the client's life situa-
tion.

Cross-country skiing, backpacking, camping, canoeing, and rock climb-
ing are the outdoor experiences now offered. Activities such as nap
and compass work, orienteerins, group initiative games, confidence
Z3sks, etc., are present throughout the courses.
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OUTDOOR PURSUITS FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED: OBJECTIVES

Student win come to have an inceased sense of personal worth
and self confidence.

behavioral indicators:
a. student looks after own safety and well-being
b. student is willing to cope with discomfort and

streSs
c. student makes the most of a difficult situation
d. Student discovers that he can do more than he

thinks he can; student has success at something
he never thought he would even try

e. student is able to laugh at himself about
making mistakes

2. Student will have an increased sense of independence:

behavioral indicators:
a. student is more willing to do things

without being told
b. student is more able to take his own

initiative

3. Student has an increased abilit7 to work, react, and
socialize within a group.

behavioral indicators:
a. student carries own weight and

own share of the work
b. student exhibits feelings of trust

in a difficult situation

4. Student respects private property and shows reverence for
living things.

behavioral indicators:
a. student refrains from disrupting existing fences,

buildings, etc.
b. Student avoids needless destruction of plant or

animal life
c. student willingly carries out or properly disposes

of everything he or she brought in

o0o
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Terri Babb
Hinkley High School
AUrora

.WORKSHOP PARTICIPANT LIST
ColoradiiTeachers

James Barrington
7 Beath Junior High School

Greeley'

Kingsley Brown
: University of Colorado

Nmcreatfon/Psychology student

Lewis SuCkingham
Bear Creek High School
Lakewood

Barbara Campbell, Principal
Tanglewood Elementary
Lakewood

,John Collins
Centennial Junior High
Boulder

Ian Crawford
Regis High School
Denver

Shawn Crocker
Saar Creek High School
Lakewood

Mayo DeBay.(Cecil)
'Greele4 Public Srhools
H.Vteeley

immesi DePaulo
:Altar Creek High Sthool
Lakewood

Jerry Gates
University of Northern Colorado
student

Gary Pomander
Mitchell High School
Colorado Springs

Joie Hartman
AVATRAC
Denver

Claudia'Irwin
. Estes Park High School

Estes-Park

Jan Joretad
Estes Park High School
Estes Park

Bernie Kendall
-Greeley Public Schools
Greeley

'Charles Kisler
-North Arvada High School
Arvada .
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Doug Kroft

University of Colorado
student

Mark Leachman
University st Northern Colorado
Master's candledte le Outdoor Mut.

Don.Magnuson
Estes Park High School
Estes Park

Harlan Miller
East High School
Denver

Suzann Hockovak
Open Living Sehool
Edgewater



ifitchell nigh School
Colorado Springs

.liancy Pardee
Mitchell High School
-Colorado Springs

Mary Poling
":.Ainkley High School
:Aurora

Marcella Porter
University of Colorado
Education student

Leonard Price
:Thomas Jefferson High School
Denver

Roger Schoenstein
North Junior High School
Colorado Springs

Lei Slaughter
'Mitchell High School
student teacher

Sandee.Swanson
University of Colorado
Education student

Heti)! Taoka
. Open Living School
Evergreen

Martha Wixson
Open Living School
Evergreen
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Master's of Education
candidates (Colorado
OUTWARD BOUND and University
of Colorado degree with
enphasis on experiential.
education):

Dave Hedgecock

Owen Kinball

Janie Mallory

Tom Mayer

Alistair WArthur,

Jeff McKay

Zoe Rabinowitz

Rick Tidrick

Junior Weed




